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Implement Genuine Open Access 
two-way: free for readers, free for authors

Implement a healthier business model 
strict editorial/financial decoupling
no profit-making on the back of scientists
consortial model; not based on APCs

Modernize the refereeing procedure 
open; more credit to referees
streamline post-publication feedback

Reform impact assessment
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Physics upscaling
Selections
Codebases
Metrics
Meta services
Chemistry
Maths
Comp. Sci. ?
[others?]

RoadmapRoadmap
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I I lovelove markets! markets!
(heck, I'm from Canada, I even trained as a stock broker)

Markets work well... Markets work well... except when they don'texcept when they don't

Publishing: prime example of capitalismPublishing: prime example of capitalism
propped up by socialismpropped up by socialism
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Funding modelFunding model
Sponsors boardSponsors board

(Inter)national funding agencies
Universities & libraries
Governments
Foundations
Benefactors



SponsorsSponsors
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How does SciPost relate to Plan S?How does SciPost relate to Plan S?

SciPost is (over)compliant

… but has not yet received o�cial support
from cOAlitionS (from some members: yes it did)

C.f. Point 3 of Plan S; we are hopeful!



Robert-Jan Smits @ KNAWRobert-Jan Smits @ KNAW  
Dec. 2018Dec. 2018

0:00 / 1:18
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What about reactions to Plan S?What about reactions to Plan S?
Personally, here, I am partly concerned

Genuine concerns exist, but… 
lots of incorrect info is being propagated

I’d prefer to think scientists as being immune
to fake news and hidden agendas, but…

My hope remains that scientists will embrace
the needed reform rather than undermine it



Europhysics News 48/5-6, 2017, p. 25–28, doi:10.1051/epn/2017503

https://doi.org/10.1051/epn/2017503


End message:End message:
Scientists: you hold the keys to the future.

With you, full OA will inevitably happen.

Without you, it won't.

So take your responsibilities and just do it.

 

Thanks!Thanks!


